Background: Odorant receptors (ORs) are thought to act in a combinatorial fashion, in which odor identity is encoded by the activation of a subset of ORs and the olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs) that express them. The extent to which a single OR contributes to chemotaxis behavior is not known. We investigated this question in Drosophila larvae, which represent a powerful genetic system to analyze the contribution of individual OSNs to odor coding. Results: We identify 25 larval OR genes expressed in 21 OSNs and generate genetic tools that allow us to engineer larvae missing a single OSN or having only a single or a pair of functional OSNs. Ablation of single OSNs disrupts chemotaxis behavior to a small subset of the odors tested. Larvae with only a single functional OSN are able to chemotax robustly, demonstrating that chemotaxis is possible in the absence of the remaining elements of the combinatorial code. We provide behavioral evidence that an OSN not sufficient to support chemotaxis behavior alone can act in a combinatorial fashion to enhance chemotaxis along with a second OSN. Conclusions: We conclude that there is extensive functional redundancy in the olfactory system, such that a given OSN is necessary and sufficient for the perception of only a subset of odors. This study is the first behavioral demonstration that formation of olfactory percepts involves the combinatorial integration of information transmitted by multiple ORs.
Introduction
The olfactory system permits animals to detect, discriminate, and produce an appropriate behavioral response to a vast number of different odors. The first step in odor coding occurs at the periphery, where odor molecules interact with odorant receptor (OR) proteins that are expressed in olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs). ORs are seven-transmembrane-domain receptors that range in number from >1000 in mouse and C. elegans to <200 in insects [1] . Each OR is thought to interact with a number of odor ligands, and a given odor is thought to interact with multiple ORs, leading to a model of combinatorial odor coding in which odor identity is encoded by the activation of distinct groups of ORs [2] [3] [4] [5] . Experimental support for this combinatorialcoding model of odor identity has been provided by functional imaging studies in diverse species [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Nonetheless, to what extent a single OR contributes to olfactory behavior is not known.
The larval stage of Drosophila is an excellent model system to test the influence of single ORs on chemotaxis behavior. Larvae have in two bilaterally symmetric dorsal organs only 21 OSNs [12, 13] that express at least 23 members of the OR gene family along with Or83b, an OR gene essential for olfaction [14] [15] [16] [17] . The first olfactory synapse in the brain is organized into glomeruli [16, 18, 19] , with a structure analogous to that of the vertebrate olfactory bulb. Larvae show strong odor-evoked chemotaxis behavior to a number of synthetic and natural stimuli [14, [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Here, we generate genetic tools that allow us to manipulate the functionality of the peripheral system of the larva by either ablating single OSNs or constructing larvae with one or two functional OSNs. This approach has allowed us to deconstruct sensory input to the olfactory system and to examine the individual contribution of identified OSNs to chemotaxis behavior.
Ablation of single OSNs reveals extensive functional redundancy in the larval olfactory system: A given OR is only necessary for chemotaxis to a small subset of odors tested. Animals with only a single functional neuron can chemotax robustly toward a number of odor stimuli. Combinatorial coding afforded by the entire ensemble of ORs is not strictly necessary for an animal to perceive and chemotax toward an odor. However, adding to a single-neuron animal a second functional OSN, which by itself is not sufficient to mediate chemotaxis, produces enhanced behavioral responses to a subset of odors. These results demonstrate at a behavioral level that a single OSN is sufficient to detect the presence of an olfactory stimulus and that the combinatorial activation of different ORs participates in the formation of olfactory percepts.
Results

Larval-Odorant-Receptor Gene Expression
The ''nose'' of the Drosophila larva resides in a pair of dorsal organs at the anterior tip of the animal, each containing 21 OSNs [13, 18] (Figures 1A-1B) . Previous studies showed that up to 23 of the 61 Drosophila ORs are expressed in larvae by PCR and transgenic analysis [16, 17] . We performed RNA in situ hybridization to provide direct evidence that OR genes are expressed in larval OSNs. Or83b, which is necessary for the proper localization and function of conventional ORs [14, 15] , is broadly expressed throughout the dorsal-organ ganglion [14] ( Figure 1C ). Twenty-four of the 30 ORs tested here are expressed in a single larval neuron in the dorsal organ ( Figure 1C ). We do not detect the expression of Or10a, Or43b, or Or49a mRNA or OR43b protein, although RT-PCR analysis detects these transcripts in larvae [16] (data not shown). Or92a and Or98b are also not detected by RNA in situ hybridization (data not shown). Most larval OSNs express a single OR along with Or83b ( Figure 1D and Figure S1A in the (C) RNA in situ hybridization shows that Or83b mRNA is broadly distributed in the larval dorsal organ and that expression of each larval OR is restricted to a single OSN. The border of the dorsal-organ cell-body ganglion is indicated by the yellow dotted line in each sample. Dark objects at the posterior-medial edge are the mouth hooks. Dark staining at the lateral edge is background labeling of the larval cuticle. The scale bar = 10 mm. (D) RNA in situ hybridization with mixtures of two OR probes reveals five cases of nonoverlapping OR expression (left) and two cases of OR coexpression (right). The border of the dorsal-organ cell-body ganglion is indicated by the yellow dotted line in each sample. (E) Whole-mount immunofluorescence staining of left larval dorsal organ of 21 different OrX-Gal4 driver lines crossed to UAS-GFP with OrXGal4::UAS-GFP transgenes in green and Or83b-Myc in magenta. Or49a-Gal4:UAS-GFP labels a single terminal-organ gustatory neuron in addition to a single dorsal-organ OSN. GrX-Gal4:UAS-GFP-positive neurons (green) are distinct from OSNs labeled with Or83b-Myc (magenta). The scale bar = 10 mm. (F) Summary of larval OR gene expression with symbols at bottom of panel. (G) Lateral view of the anterior tip of an Or83b-Gal4::UAS-GFP larva with dorsal-organ OSNs (green; yellow arrow) extending axons to the brain (yellow arrowhead), counterstained with the neuropil antibody nc82 (magenta). The animal is oriented anterior left, posterior right. (H) Whole-mount immunofluorescence staining of an Or83b-Gal4::UAS-GFP larval brain with terminals of OSNs (green) in the larval antennal lobe (indicated by yellow dashed square, magnified in [C]). Counterstaining is nc82 (magenta) and a nuclear stain (TOTO-3; blue). (I) Left antennal lobes of OrX-Gal4::UAS-GFP or UAS-CD8-GFP animals stained with GFP (green) and nc82 (magenta). The left larval antennal lobe is centered in the box, and the subesophageal ganglion is located at the lower right. The scale bar = 10 mm. Supplemental Data available with this article online), but two OSNs coexpress a pair of ORs along with Or83b: Or33b/Or47a ( Figure 1D , green) and Or94a/Or94b ( Figure 1D , peach). Such OR coexpression has also been documented in the adult olfactory system [17, [24] [25] [26] .
In parallel with the RNA in situ hybridization analysis, we examined a collection of 42 different OR-Gal4 transgenes that drive the expression of Gal4 [27] under the control of OR promoter elements [25, 28] . To visualize gene expression in the dorsal organ, we crossed individual OR-Gal4 lines to UAS-GFP, encoding cytoplasmic green fluorescent protein (GFP) and the olfactoryneuron marker Or83b-Myc. Or83b-Gal4 labels all 21 larval OSNs [14] (Figure 1E, green) . Per dorsal organ, 19 of the remaining 41 OR-Gal4 transgenes label a single larval OSN ( Figure 1E , green) that is also positive for Or83b-Myc ( Figure 1E , magenta). Although we do not detect Or49a mRNA in larvae, Or49a-Gal4 labels one dorsalorgan OSN along with a single terminal-organ gustatory neuron ( Figure 1E ), consistent with a previous report [16] . Gustatory receptor (GR) genes are expressed in both olfactory and gustatory organs of the adult fly [29, 30] . GR-Gal4 transgenes are expressed only in the gustatory terminal organ or in nonolfactory dorsal-organ neurons that do not express Or83b-Myc ( Figure 1E ). We identify a total of 25 Drosophila ORs expressed in the larval dorsal organ and provide direct evidence that 24 of these OR mRNAs are expressed in situ. Of these, 14 are only expressed at the larval stage, whereas 11 are utilized by both larval and adult olfactory systems ( Figure 1F ).
Larval OSNs project axons to the larval antennal lobe of the brain ( Figures 1G and 1H) [16, 18, 19] . Patterns of axonal projections to the larval antennal lobe were examined in larvae carrying each of 20 larval OR-Gal4 transgenes along with UAS-GFP or UAS-CD8-GFP (Figure 1I) . Each OR-Gal4 line reveals a single labeled axonal arbor that terminates in an antennal-lobe glomerulus whose position is conserved between animals (Figures 1I and 1J; Figure S1B ).
Larval Chemotaxis Responses to Synthetic and Natural Odor Stimuli
The availability of genetic tools that uniquely label 19 of the 21 larval OSNs allows us to manipulate the odor code by deconstructing the peripheral olfactory input and examining effects on behavioral output. Toward this end, we first established a chemotaxis assay of sufficient sensitivity to quantify differences in odor-evoked behavior. Chemotaxis of wild-type larvae was measured in response to 53 synthetic monomolecular odorants and three natural Drosophila attractants. The assay involves single-animal analysis in which the position of individual chemotaxing larvae is tracked over the course of a 5 min experiment [14] . The median of the mean distances to the odor calculated over several trials is represented by a pseudocolor scale from 0 (maximal attraction) to 8.5 cm (maximal repulsion) (Figure 2A ). Distance to odor is used here as a measure of chemotaxis intensity with the assumption that the degree of attraction correlates inversely with the distance to the odor. The distribution of anosmic Or83b 2/2 and wild-type Or83b +/+ larvae in space over the course of a 5 min experiment is represented by sector plots in Figure 2B . The 8.5 cm plate is divided into 21 sectors, and the average percent time an animal spends in each sector is plotted in grayscale ( Figure 2B , left). Note that although anosmic Or83b 2/2 mutant (red) and wild-type Or83b +/+ (cyan) larvae explore the plate in the absence of odor, only Or83b +/+ larvae are strongly attracted to the sector containing the odor. As previously described, Or83b 2/2 larvae do not respond to odors [14] .
We used this assay to screen larval chemotaxis to a panel of 53 synthetic odors and quantified the median distance to odor for Or83b 2/2 and Or83b +/+ larvae ( Figure 2C ). Forty of these 53 odors are naturally present in fruit [23, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] (Figure 2C , dots under apple symbol), and of these 40, 13 are known to elicit behavioral and electrophysiological responses in Drosophila [23, 35, 36] (Figure 2C , green dots under apple symbol). Anosmic Or83b 2/2 larvae do not respond to any odors, but wild-type (yw) larvae respond to many odors with strong chemotaxis.
We next asked how sensitive larvae are to odors by performing chemotaxis experiments at various odor concentrations. The responses to 1-hexanol are weak and not statistically different from anosmic controls for low dilutions ( Figure 2D , left), whereas responses increase steeply between 0.02 ml and 0.2 ml doses and appear to reach a plateau for higher concentrations. We find no evidence that higher concentrations elicit repulsion ( Figure 2E ; data not shown). Response thresholds to heptanal and isoamyl acetate are one and two log orders, respectively, below that of 1-hexanol ( Figure 2D , center and right; Figure 2E , top).
To test whether the weak responses observed for some odors at 2 ml ( Figure 2C ) could be explained by high detection thresholds, we further tested seven of these odors with 20 ml (Figure 2E , bottom). Under these conditions, 1-butanol and 2,3-butanediol elicit chemotaxis, whereas the remaining five odors do not. Thus the 2 ml stimulus dose elicits robust chemotaxis across a large group of different odors ( Figure 2C ), in accord with previous behavioral studies [37, 38] .
Upon loading of an odorant stimulus in the closeddish assay, the spatial distribution and average airborne concentration of this odor in the dish will be partly determined by the odor's vapor pressure. Vapor pressure is thus likely to affect the behavioral response observed for a particular odorant stimulus. In addition to this factor, we anticipate that the olfactory system of the larva may be differentially tuned to different stimuli. In the initial phases of this study, we found no clear correlation between the vapor pressure of a given odor and its corresponding behavioral efficacy (data not shown). We therefore decided to avoid any normalization of stimulus concentration and used the same quantity of odor (2 ml) for all 53 stimuli tested.
We examined whether chemotaxis elicited by single odors is comparable to that obtained with natural stimuli. Chemotaxis was measured in the same assay to banana mush, balsamic vinegar, and yeast paste at different concentrations. We find that attraction elicited by single synthetic odors is qualitatively similar to that obtained with natural odor blends and that the same steep threshold and stable plateau properties are seen for both stimulus types ( Figure 2F and 2G). 
/Or83b
1 , n = 91; yw, n = 112. (C) Responses of Or83b mutant (red) and wild-type (cyan) larvae to a panel of 53 synthetic odors presented at a dose of 2 ml. Black and green dots underneath the apple graphic indicate odors that are found in apple [32] , cherimoya fruit [33] , banana [34] , or in at least three of 20 assayed
Genetic Ablation of Single Larval Olfactory Neurons
We next asked what the relative contribution of any given OSN to the formation of an odor percept is. Diphtheria toxin (DTI), an attenuated version of the cellautonomous protein-translation inhibitor diphtheria toxin [39, 40] , was used to ablate identified OSNs selectively. Most but not all larval OSNs are ablated by the expression of DTI along with GFP under control of the Or83b-Gal4 driver in all 21 larval OSNs. In Or83b-ablated animals, GFP expression is not detected ( Figure 3A , left), and sensory dendrites are severely atrophied but not completely absent ( Figure 3A , center). In Or49a-ablated animals, the Or49a-GFP marker is not visible ( Figure 3A , right), and expression of other ORs is not perturbed (data not shown).
Chemotaxis of animals with single neurons ablated (Or1a, Or42a, or Or49a) was measured with a panel of 20 odors and compared to results obtained with the Or83b-ablation. To control for effects of genetic background, we compared the behavior obtained with each ablated animal to the corresponding parental controls. Nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were performed to establish significantly impaired chemotaxis in ablated animals, correcting for multiple tests with the False Discovery Rate (FDR) method (see Experimental Procedures and Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Box plots for these experiments are presented in Figure S2 . The summary plot in Figure 3B has been masked to show only those values with impaired chemotaxis that are statistically significant (see Figure S3A for an unmasked table). With this conservative statistical approach, Or83b-ablated larvae fail to respond to 17/ 20 odors ( Figure 3B ). If we allow for a single false discovery (FD), Or83b-ablated animals fail to respond to 19/20 odors. Or1a-ablated and Or49a-ablated animals each show reduced chemotaxis to a single different odor, (E)-2-hexenal and 1-hexanol, respectively, but show normal chemotaxis to the other 19 odors ( Figure 3B ). In contrast, ablation of the Or42a OSN causes decreases in chemotaxis to four of 20 odors. If we allow FD = 1, Or1a-ablated animals are impaired in responses to three of 20 and Or42-ablated animals to five of 20 odors ( Figure S3B ).
Behaviors Elicited by Sensing Odors with One Functional OSN
We next asked which OSNs are sufficient to produce chemotaxis to a given odor by constructing animals with only one or combinatorials of two functional OSNs. This was achieved by exploiting the Or83b mutation, which prevents OR trafficking to the sensory dendrite [14, 15, 41] . Or83b function was restored in individual OSNs by crossing animals with specific OrX-Gal4 drivers to UAS-Or83b animals, allowing us to assess the contribution of single neurons to odor-evoked behavior in the OrX-functional progeny.
Only a single OR83b-expressing neuron is seen in Or42a-functional, Or49a-functional, and Or1a-functional animals, whereas two OR83b-positive neurons are visible in Or1a-/Or42a-functional and Or1a-/Or49a-functional animals (Figure 4, top) .The remaining OSNs are present but unlabeled in these animals because the Or83b mutation eliminates OR83b protein expression. We find no evidence that the glomerular map is distorted by the activation of a single OSN in a background of nonfunctional neurons as evidenced by the normal position and volume of the Or1a glomerulus in Or1a-functional and Or83b mutant larvae ( Figure S6A ).
These animals along with genetically matched control animals were screened for chemotaxis to 53 odors by using the same behavioral assay and nonparametric statistical analysis employed for the ablation experiments. Box-plot data are presented in Figures S4 and S5, and summary data for all 53 odors are in Figure 4 (bottom). The summary plot has been masked to show only those values with statistically significant chemotaxis allowing FD = 0 (see Figure S6B for an unmasked version of the table). The same data, allowing FD = 1 and FD = 2, are presented in Figure S6C . Consistent with the strong Or42a-ablated phenotypes ( Figure 3B ), Or42a-functional animals respond to 22 odors compared to 36 odors in Or83b +/+ controls possessing 21 functional OSNs. Or42a-functional animals respond to three of four odors to which Or42a-ablated animals are anosmic ( Figure 4 ). The broad behavioral response profile we observe for Or42a-functional larvae is in agreement with the broad ligand specificity of this OR as defined by electrophysiological experiments [16, 26] .
In contrast to the broad odor response profile of Or42a-functional larvae, Or1a-and Or49a-functional animals do not show significant chemotaxis to any of the 53 odors tested, consistent with the weak phenotype of ablating either the Or49a-expressing or Or1a-expressing neuron ( Figure 3B ). These behavioral results are in accord with the ligand profiling of Or49a, which does not show strong electrophysiological responses to any of 27 odors tested [16] .
varieties of mango [31] . Green dots indicate odors that were found to be relevant for flies via single-sensillum electrophysiological recordings in adult flies [35] or behavioral assays in adult flies [35, 36] or larvae [23] . Median distance to odor is expressed with the pseudocolor scale in (A). 
Enhanced Chemotaxis Produced by Two Functional Olfactory Neurons
Although Or1a-and Or49-functional larvae do not chemotax to any odors tested, we asked whether these neurons contribute to chemotaxis in concert with the Or42a neuron. Chemotaxis performance of larvae with two functional neurons was compared to data from animals with only a single functional neuron. Larvae with two functional neurons respond to a somewhat different subset of odors than animals having either single functional neuron alone (Figure 4; Figures S4, S5, and S6) .
To Figure S7 ). Additional chemotaxis experiments were carried out with four odors (1-pentanol, 2-pentanol, 2-hexanol, and 3-octanone) at three concentrations. 1-pentanol shows significantly stronger chemotaxis in Or1a/Or42a-functional animals than Or42a-functional or Or1a-functional animals at all three concentrations ( Figure 5A ). A qualitative view of this behavioral enhancement is seen in the sector-plot distributions comparing the anosmia of Or83b mutants ( Figure 5B ) to the progressive increase in chemotaxis to 1-pentanol of Or1a-functional or Or42a-functional compared to Or1a/Or42-functional ( Figure 5C ). The Or1a/Or42-functional animals spend comparatively more time in the sector containing the odor than animals having either single functional neuron alone. For the other three odors, this cooperative effect is significant at a single odor concentration ( Figure S8 ).
Discussion
In this study, we use behavioral analysis to measure the contribution of individual neurons to the odor code and provide a missing link between our understanding of the molecular biology of ORs, the neurophysiological properties of the olfactory network, and complex odorevoked behaviors. Our goal was to approach the question of how the combinatorial activation of ORs encodes odor stimuli and elicits olfactory behavior. Our results suggest that there is a high level of redundancy in the larval olfactory system, such that ablating a single neuron has minimal effects on odor detection. Among these olfactory inputs, the Or42a neuron plays a more important role in odor detection than the Or1a or Or49a neuron. Animals engineered to have the Or42a neuron functional are able to chemotax to multiple odors. The addition of a second OSN to such animals results in enhanced chemotaxis for several odors. Whereas Or1a-functional animals show no significant responses to any odor tested, we observe that responses of Or1a/ Or42a-functional animals to four odors are enhanced relative to Or42a-functional animals. This suggests that although olfactory input contributed by the Or1a-expressing OSN is not sufficient alone to elicit robust chemotaxis, it enhances the perception of odors in conjunction with the information transmitted by the Or42a-expressing OSN. These behavioral results are summarized in schematic form in Figure 6 . (A) Whole-mount GFP fluorescence (left; green) and thin-section electron micrographs (right) of Or83b-Gal4;UAS-GFP/TM6B larvae (top) and Or83b-Gal4;UAS-GFP/UAS-DTI larvae (bottom). Horizontal EM sections were obtained from the region indicated by the bracket in the left panels. The scale bar = 1 mm. Whole-mount GFP fluorescence (right, green) of Or49a-Gal4;UAS-GFP/TM6B larvae (top) and Or49a-Gal4;UAS-GFP/UAS-DTI larvae (bottom) is shown. Neuronal nuclei are labeled with ELAV (magenta). (B) Summary of behavioral data to 20 odor stimuli presented at a dose of 2 ml. The difference in chemotaxis observed between the ablated genotypes and their parental controls was assessed upon adjustment of the nominal significance levels of Wilcoxon tests to maintain the family-wise type I error rate smaller than 0.05 (FDR method described in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures). For cases with significantly impaired chemotaxis relative to controls (level 0.05 allowing zero False Discoveries [FD]), distance-to-odor values are shown. All cases that do not meet this stringent statistical threshold are masked with a white box labeled N.S. (not significant; level 0.05 and FD = 0). Corrected nominal significance levels for each genotype are p < 0.0029 for Or83b, Or1a, and Or42 and p < 0.0028 for Or49a.
Behavior is the ultimate output of a sensory system that integrates all aspects of external-information processing. Our experiments demonstrate the feasibility and value of integrating behavioral analysis into the study of odor coding. We propose that the simple olfactory system of Drosophila larvae will be an invaluable model in any attempt to correlate the cellular basis of the odor code with its behaviorally relevant output.
The Larval-Odorant-Receptor Repertoire and Implications for Behavior Drosophila is a holometabolous insect that undergoes dramatic changes in lifestyle from the larval to adult stage. In a sense, these animals can be considered to occupy completely separate ecological niches. Larvae maintain constant contact with food until pupation [42, 43] , whereas adults are flying insects that use their sense of smell to identify suitable food sources and appropriate sites for egg-laying [36] . In essence, larvae are specialized for feeding and growth, whereas adults are devoted to breeding and dispersal. To what extent have these two life stages of the same species evolved a different chemosensory system? We show here that 14 of 25 larval OR genes are stage specific and not used again by the adult animal. All larval OSNs are Figure 5 . Combinatorials of OSNs Enhance Chemotaxis (A) Or1a/Or42a-functional larvae exhibit enhanced chemotaxis to 1-pentanol compared with those having either single functional neuron alone. Box plots show chemotaxis data collected with 4 ml, 2 ml, or 1 ml of stimulus. Significance was established by Wilcoxon ranksum tests comparing data from the double functional neuron larvae and the best single functional neuron larvae with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (p < 0.05/3) (see also Figure S8 histolyzed in metamorphosis and replaced in the adult by newly differentiated antennal and maxillary palp OSNs [12] . Perhaps this developmental changeover has led to largely separate OR genes with transcriptional regulatory regions specific for either larval or adult olfactory organs. Alternatively, the segregation of larval-and adult-expressed ORs could be functional and relate to the different ecological niches that these life stages occupy: Larvae may cope with much higher odor concentrations because of their direct contact with food.
Implications for Central-Circuit Olfactory Coding
Odor processing occurs at various levels in the nervous system, from peripheral sensory neurons to primary processing centers, such as the olfactory bulb in vertebrates and the antennal lobe in insects, and further to higher brain centers of the olfactory cortex in vertebrates and mushroom body and lateral horn in insects. How the combinatorial code established by the ORs at the periphery is transmitted through this olfactory circuitry to produce the perception of an odor in any species is unknown. Our data support the notion that peripheral sensory neurons constitute information channels that are not independent but subject to interactions in the olfactory circuit. Otherwise, one would expect that the behavioral response profile observed for the Or1a/ Or42a-functional genotype be given by the union of the best performances of the single Or1a-and Or42a-functional genotypes. Where and how the information is processed remains unclear, but part of this transformation may occur in the antennal lobe [44] .
Clarifying the principles of Larval Odor Coding
A number of conclusions about odor coding in the Drosophila larva can be drawn from this work. There appears to be no clear structural relationship between the odors that elicit chemotaxis mediated by a given OSN, as has been previously shown in an analysis of the ligand response properties of ORs in the adult fly [5] . The Or42a-expressing neuron differs from other neurons studied here in the large number of odors that attract animals having only this neuron active. Interestingly, the behavioral response profile of the Or42a-functional genotype indicates that an OR may not need to be strongly activated by a given odor to allow for chemotaxis toward the odor source. This point is best illustrated by 3-octanol and anisole, which both elicit strong chemotaxis in Or42a-functional animals whereas they seem to induce relatively weak electrophysiological activity [16] .
Finally, the behavioral receptive field of animals having combinatorials of functional neurons cannot be predicted from a simple model where the responses of animals having either single OSN functional are added. The chemotaxis results we report here highlight the existence of strong nonlinearities in the processing of olfactory information in such a way that in the arithmetic of sensory coding, the whole is greater than what the parts can produce independently. Such a scheme would be consistent with the extraordinary needs of the olfactory system to detect numbers of odors that greatly exceed the number of OR genes in any given animal. The functional redundancy we observe here could buffer the olfactory system against mutations and allow animals to adapt to changing or new odor environments.
Conclusions
The genetic tools presented here should permit a systematic analysis of the peripheral and central components that generate an odor response in the Drosophila larva. A number of key unanswered questions remain for future studies. Electrophysiological or optical imaging tools must be used to analyze the neuronal correlates of the behavior observed here. Greater understanding of the second-and third-order neurons that communicate information from the antennal lobe to eventual motor output is needed. This study has been restricted to simple chemotaxis assays, and no attempt has been made to query larvae for their powers of odor discrimination. Animals missing a single OSN may chemotax normally but experience olfactory-perception not uncovered in these chemotaxis assays. By coupling associative learning of odors in intact animals [45] followed by generalization tests in the same animals that conditionally lack a single OSN, it should be possible to determine whether odor salience is altered in larvae missing a single OSN. Finally, it will be important to determine whether the phenomena reported here can be considered general olfactory-coding principles that also apply to more complex animals.
Experimental Procedures
Drosophila Stocks All fly stocks were maintained on conventional cornmeal-agarmolasses medium under a 12-hr-light:12-hr-dark cycle at 18ºC or 25ºC. Transgenic constructs were injected into yw embryos with standard procedures and single transformants outcrossed to autosomal balancers for chromosomal mapping. The following fly stocks were kindly provided: UAS-GFP (Bloomington Stock Center), UAS-CD8-GFP (L. Luo), UAS-DTI14 (L. Stevens), and Gr-Gal4 lines (K. Scott and H. Amrein).
Generation of Transgenes Containing Odorant-Receptor Promoter Elements
OR regulatory sequences were obtained by long-range PCR with the Expand High Fidelity PCR System (Roche) on Drosophila melanogaster Oregon R genomic DNA, as described [28] . Reverse primers were placed immediately upstream of the predicted ATG initiation codon, and forward primers were at the following distances upstream: [28] ; Or49a, 3.799; Or59a, 7.8 kb; Or63a, 4.205 kb; Or67b, 2.74 kb; Or74a, 7.226 kb; Or82a, 1.865 kb; Or83a, 1.628 kb; and Gr63a, 2.635 kb. The PCR products were cloned into pGEM-T Easy and then, after end-sequencing, subcloned into pCaSpeR-AUG-Gal4 as described [28] .
Multiple independent transgenic lines were generated for each construct, and all were analyzed for expression in the larva. To detect Gal4 expression in dorsal organs, we crossed OrX-Gal4 flies to Or83b-Myc;UAS-GFP flies. To detect Gal4 expression in larval brains, we crossed OrX-Gal4 flies to UAS-GFP or UAS-CD8-GFP flies. There was some inter-line variability in the number of cells labeled in the dorsal organ and the occasional labeling of terminal organ or other nonsensory cells in the larva. Where this ectopic expression was not supported by in situ results, such lines were not used for behavioral analysis, with the exception of Or49a-Gal4, whose expression was not detected by RNA in situ. Or98b-Gal4 (5.12 kb) did not express, and Or85c-Gal4 (7.588 kb) showed ectopic expression. For Or30a-Gal4, there were reliably two additional cells of unknown function at the midline, posterior to the mouth hooks. Or24a-Gal4 is expressed in the adult maxillary palp, although Or24a mRNA is not detected in this tissue (data not shown). The following 21 adult OrX-Gal4 lines do not express in larval OSNs: Or19a, Or22a, Or23a, Or33c, Or43a, Or46a, Or47b, Or49b, Or56a, Or59c, Or65a, Or67d, Or69a, Or71a, Or83c, Or85a, Or85e, Or85f, Or88a, Or92a, and Or98a.
Or83b-Myc contains 7.76 kb of genomic DNA upstream of the Or83b initiation codon fused to the full-length Or83b cDNA (Genbank accession number AY567998). The cDNA was modified by mutating the stop codon and fusing DNA sequences encoding 5 Myc epitopes (MEQKLISEEDLNE) to the 3 0 end. This DNA sequence was then ligated to the endogenous 3 0 UTR of Or83b and the SV40 polyadenylation sequences. The DNA was cloned into pCasper4PLX, a CaSpeR vector modified to contain rare-cutting restriction enzymes. The Or83-Myc protein does not rescue the Or83b mutant phenotype (data not shown), but serves here as a pan-OSN marker.
In Situ Hybridization
Wild-type (Oregon-R) third-instar larvae were decapitated in 13 PBS and carefully dissected to remove the digestive tube posterior to the esophagus, the salivary glands, and fat body. The larval heads were then transferred to plastic embedding molds containing Tissue-Tek OCT, and they were aligned so that the dorsal side faced the bottom surface. The samples were frozen, and 12 mm frozen sections were processed for in situ hybridization as previously described [46] . Anti-sense DIG riboprobes were transcribed from OR templates derived from genomic DNA [28] . Twelve of the 61 OR genes were not examined in this study (Or9a, Or19b, Or22b, Or46b, Or59b, Or65b, Or65c, Or67a, Or67c, Or69b, Or85b, and Or85d), so the ''complete'' repertoire of larval OR genes may be slightly higher than the 25 described here. For double in situ hybridization, DIG probes corresponding to two OR genes were mixed in the same hybridization buffer. Sections were examined with Nomarski optics, which permitted identification of the dorsal-organ ganglion by its characteristic position and morphology. Two-color in situ hybridization was performed as previously described [46] with digoxigenin-(magenta) and fluorescein-labeled (green) riboprobes, detected first with TSA-Plus Fluorescein System (fluorescein; Perkin Elmer) and then with TSA-Plus Cyanine 5 System (digoxigenin; Perkin Elmer), after quenching the fluorescein reaction for 1 hr with 3% hydrogen peroxide. Anti-digoxigenin-POD and anti-fluorescein-POD were diluted 1:500 (Roche).
Immunofluorescence Antibody staining of late third-instar larvae was performed as described [18] 
Electron Microscopy
Anterior tips of Or83b-Gal4;UAS-GFP and Or83b-Gal4;UAS-DTI/ UAS-GFP larvae were fixed in ice-cold 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate, pH 7.4, and dissected to remove all tissue posterior to the mouth hooks. Samples were postfixed in 1% osmium tetroxide and dehydrated in a graded alcohol, propylene oxide series and embedded in Durcupan resin. Pale-gold ultrathin serial sections were collected and post stained with uranyl acetate and lead citrate. Images were collected on a JEOL100CX electron microscope operated at 80 kV. Two animals of each genotype were analyzed in detail.
Larval Chemotaxis Assay and Statistical Analysis
Larval behavioral assays were carried out as described [14] . Odor stimuli (2, 4, or 20 ml neat or smaller quantities diluted in paraffin oil) were pipetted onto a filter placed inside a plastic cap located at one side of the Petri dish. Experiments in Figures 3 and 4 used a stimulus strength of 2 ml of neat odor because this elicits strong chemotaxis responses across a broad range of structurally different odors ( Figure 2C) [21, 37, 38] . All odorants were supplied by SigmaAldrich and were of the highest purity available. Natural odors were commercial balsamic vinegar used at full strength or diluted in water, a liquid paste of 50% w/v ripe banana mush in water, and 20% w/v paste of activated baker's yeast in water. Single third-instar larvae were transferred to the plate, and their locomotor movement was videotaped for 5 min. The animal's X-Y coordinate was tracked at a sampling rate of 6 frames/s with EthoVision Pro (Noldus) tracking software. The assay was multiplexed, with 12 individual larvae assayed simultaneously in separate 85 mm circular arenas. Each animal was assayed only once with a single stimulus. We minimized the presence of air flow in these experiments by conducting the assay in Petri dishes with closed lids. Animals were tested within a few seconds of odor application.
Data were exported from Ethovision and analyzed with Matlab (The Mathworks) with a custom-written batch script. To filter out experiments with technical noise due to light scattering or tracking failures, any tracks shorter than 270 s or with a mean velocity = 0 cm/s or > 0.2 cm/s were discarded. All tracks that met these criteria were included in the statistical analysis and plotted in Figures 2-5 and Figures S2-S8 . Larval chemotaxis behavior was quantified as the distance of the animal from the odor (Figure 2A) . Distances recorded every second were averaged over the 5 min trial.
Unless indicated otherwise, all statistical analysis was performed with one-tailed nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum tests to measure differences between control and experimental data sets. For data in Figures 3 and 4 and Figures S3 and S6 , each ablated or Or83b-rescued genotype was compared to its parental lines. We denote the ablated genotypes as follows: (a 1 ) Or83b-Gal4/+;UAS-DTI/+; (a 2 ) Or1a-Gal4/+;UAS-DTI/+; (a 3 ) Or42a-Gal4/+;UAS-DTI/+; and (a 4 ) Or49a-Gal4/+:UAS-DTI/+. The rescued genotypes are denoted as follows: (r 1 ) Or1a-Gal4/UAS-Or83b;Or83b Figure  3 and Figure S3 , comparisons were performed according to the following pairs of genotypes 4 controls: a 1 4{h 1 ,h 2 }, a 2 4{h 1 ,h 3 }, a 3 4{h 1 ,h 4 }, and a 4 4{h 1 ,h 5 }. In Figure 4 and Figure S6 , comparisons were made according to the following: yw4{h 6 }, (r 1 )4{h 7 ,h 8 }, (r 2 )4{h 7 ,h 9 }, (r 3 )4{h 7 ,h 10 }, (r 4 )4{h 7 ,h 8 ,h 9 }, and (r 5 )4 {h 7 ,h 8 ,h 10 }. To address the problem of multiple testing, we have used a permutation-resampling-based technique to adjust the nominal p values and to keep the family-wise error rate to 0.05 everywhere [47] . The approach we implemented allows us to control the False-Discovery Rate (FDR) among the set of null hypotheses rejected by the Wilcoxon tests. This approach consists in a generalization of the Bonferroni correction procedure [47, 48] but accounts for possible nonindependence of the tests. When the FDR is chosen as zero, the stringency of the two approaches is essentially equivalent given the low level of dependency between tests for different odors. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for a detailed explanation of how the FDR control procedure was applied to this data set.
In Figure 5 , we tested the existence of combinatorial interactions between individual neurons based upon a multiple regression model [49] . The mean distance separating a larva from the odor was described by the linear model where d i denotes the distance of the i th specimen to a given odor; 3 i is the i th residual; and G one OR and G two ORs are binary indicators equal to 1 when the genotype has at least one or two functional neuron(s), respectively. Potential cases of synergism are related to significant increases in attraction: They are associated with values of b 2 < 0. Conversely, potential cases of inhibition are related to significant decreases in attraction: They are associated with values of b 2 > 0. We estimate the regression coefficients b 0 , b 1 , and b 2 by the leastsquares method. The double-neuron functional data are compared to those of the single-neuron functional data characterized by the highest attraction. The ''intercept'' b 0 was computed with a merged subset of relevant negative controls (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). To test whether the estimates of b 2 were significantly different from zero, we used two-tailed t tests with a significance level of 0.05.
Supplemental Data
Eight figures and Supplemental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://www.current-biology. com/cgi/content/full/15/23/2086/DC1/.
